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* ROZHLEDY — MATERIÁLY *
–––––––––––––––––––––––––––––

Many-volume Contrastive Grammar of Bulgarian and Polish
Violetta Koseska-Toszewa (Warszawa)

History. Bulgarian-Polish Contrastive Grammar [Polsko-bułgarska gramatyka konfrontatywna] (from now, BPCG) consists of 12 volumes. Volume 6 contains four separate
parts — monographs (BPCG 1988 – 2008).
Semantic juxtaposition. For linguists interested in general and theoretic problems,
a novelty is semantic juxtaposition of two languages performed for the first time in
the world using an interlanguage (i. e., a system of notions based on logical and mathematical theories, which is a starting point for the juxtaposition of the languages under
examination).
The employed method of juxtaposing languages based on an interlanguage developed
in line with the progressing research guarantees obtaining reliable, comparable results of
research for arbitrary juxtaposed languages. This method of analysing semantic categories
assures a consistent contrastive description. It should be stressed that BPCG is the first
grammar to treat certain issues previously overlooked in academic grammars of Polish and
Bulgarian. For Polish, this includes, among others, an exhaustive study of the semantic
category of time and aspect, of diverse modal categories – of which next to nothing was
previously known, of the definedness / undefinedness category, as well as the categories of
quantity and communicating person. The case with Bulgarian, which was treated
equivalently to Polish using the interlanguage, is similar. Hence an attempt to juxtapose
an analytic language with a synthetic one has succeeded.
Interlanguage. As I have already mentioned, the Bulgarian-Polish Contrastive
Grammar is the world’s first, and up to now only, extensive attempt at semantic juxtaposition with a gradually developed interlanguage. Though development of an interlanguage different form both juxtaposed languages has been postulated, this was
a theoretical requirement difficult to meet in practice due to the need of isolating the basic
semantic categories comprising the structure of the interlanguage. The interlanguage
should consist of empirical notions discovered in the course of simultaneous studies of
at least two languages. The task of constructing the interlanguage would be impossible to
perform if only formal structures of both languages were examined. The interlanguage
emerges as a product of theoretical contrastive studies, and represents a system of notions
taken from selected mutually consistent theories describing the juxtaposed languages.
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Along with the progressing studies, the interlanguage develops gradually, and is enriched
with new notions. We think that the most important rule in its development is
the requirement that the interlanguage be developed based on theories not leading to
a contradiction. For example, when developing basic semantic units used for describing
the linguistic definedness/undefinedness category in the interlanguage, one can employ
either reference theory or defined description and quantification theory. However, both
theories cannot be used simultaneously, for this leads to internal contradiction in the notion
system of the interlanguage. Already the second volume of BPCG (Koseska, Gargov 1990)
clearly implies that a description that takes as a starting point the Bulgarian formal means
of the language is quite different from a description that takes as a starting point the formal
means of Polish. This is determined even by the more extended morphological plane of
the means expressing the notions of definedness and undefinedness in Bulgarian
as compared to Polish (see also Koseska, Mazurkiewicz 1988). The interlanguage we
know from Volume 2 of BPCG, especially with respect to the notions related
to quantification of time, is developed further in Volume 7. The interlanguage related to
juxtaposing Polish and Bulgarian in the area of the semantic definedness/undefinedness
category (Koseska, Gargov 1990) is based on the assumption on the quantificational
character of that category. The basic notions, such as uniqueness (of an element or a set)
could be written down using the language construction of the iota operator, existentiality
— using an existential quantificational expression, universality — using a universal
quantificational expression, etc. Volume 2 of BPCG (Koseska, Gargov 1990) undertakes
the first attempt to implement the conception of a language juxtaposition using an interlanguage. In the subsequent volumes of the BPCG, the interlanguage is extended with
notions related to modality and the semantic category of time, thanks to including
the contemporary theory of processes known as Petri nets (Mazurkiewicz 1986, Koseska,
Mazurkiewicz 1988).
Cognitive approach. If, for example, we want to describe the content of universal
quantification in the semantic structure of a Bulgarian sentence, we should take into
consideration the language phenomena visible on the morphological level: definite article,
but we should also indicate universally quantifying lexems, both on the nominal phrase
level and on the verbal phrase level, e.g. Bulgarian всеки ‘each’, винаги ‘always’. A strict
separation of morphological, syntactic and lexical levels would prevent a comprehensive
description of semantic phenomena. Hence it is worth stressing that our studies of
theoretical semantics eliminate strict divisions into grammatical and lexical levels,
bringing a lot of new observations regarding the examined phenomena. Such an approach
is termed cognitive here. On the one hand, we understand cognitive studies as theoretical
semantic studies which allow us to take into consideration language means from various
levels: grammatical and lexical ones, seen as a single whole. On the other hand, when
necessary, we use broader language situations, where the phenomena we are interested in
are understood by language users in an unambiguous way. Such situations always take into
consideration also the states of language users and their attitude to the communicated
contents.
Semantic category of time. Examples. The examples selected will only concern
description of the semantic category of time in both languages (Koseska 2006). In Volume
7 of BPCG, the semantic category of time is described using the net model instead of
the linear one. Net theory was first adapted to description of temporal and modal
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phenomena in natural language by A. Mazurkiewicz (Mazurkiewicz 1986), and later by
V. Koseska-Toszewa and A. Mazurkiewicz (Koseska, Mazurkiewicz 1988). Petri nets
(Petri 1962) are a tool independent of the existing natural languages, and so indifferent
with respect to them. Their simplicity (they are based on just three primary notions: of
a state, event and their mutual succession), combined with a considerable expressive
power, predestines them for the role of a theory forming the tertium comparationis (interlanguage) in contrastive studies of natural languages. We adopt the notions of state and
event as fundamental units of time description. The two notions are distinguished based on
the time spread of states and the momentary character of events. States continue, while
events can only happen. An abstract counterpart of the above distinction is the difference
between a section of the real line (state) and a point lying on that line (event). The notion
of a process is represented in nets by a configuration of states and events joined by
the precedence-succession relation. By way of example, the meanings of praeterite forms
in Polish and Bulgarian can be written down in the net notation as follows:
1. Event which has occurred before the speech state.
In Bulgarian, such temporal content is expressed by the aorist of perfective verbs, and
in Polish — by praeteritum of perfective verbs:
Щъркелът се върна в гнездото си. – Bocian wrócił do gniazda. [The stork has
returned to the nest.]
(Net paraphrase: The event „the stork’s return to the nest” has occurred before
the speech state).
2. Unique configuration of a state and an event.
In Bulgarian, this type of temporal content is expressed by the aorist of imperfective
verbs, and in Polish — by the praeteritum of imperfective verbs. In both languages, those
verbal forms can be only accompanied by unique quantifying expressions, see sentences of
the type:
Той точно тогава боледува от грип. – On właśnie wtedy chorował na grypę. [He
was sick with flu just then.]
(Here we have to do with a unique configuration of a state and an event).
3. Multiple occurrences of the same combination of a state and an event.
These contents are expressed by Bulgarian aorist of imperfective verbs and Polish
praeteritum of imperfective verbs. In this case, the language situation is associated with
a quantitative rather than scope quantification, see:
Тази седмица той ходи пеша няколко пъти до центъра на града. – W tym
tygodniu on kilka razy chodził pieszo do centrum miasta. [This week he has gone on foot
to the city centre several times.]
4. Combination of states and events which have occurred before the speech state.
The Bulgarian imperfectum form of imperfective verbs emphasises states continuing
in the past, while the aorist of imperfective verbs emphasizes events which occurred in
the past and broke the described states. These subtle differences in meaning are revealed
by differences in quantification characteristic for the Bulgarian aorist, which when formed
from either perfective or imperfective verbs acts as a placeholder for the unique quantifier
only; while the imperfectum of imperfective verbs acts as a placeholder for all types of
scope quantification. Polish separates those meanings by selecting quantifying expressions
which occur together with the praeteritum form of imperfective verbs. See examples of
the type:
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Той понякога намираше време за разходка. – On od czasu do czasu znajdował czas
na spacer. [He found time for a walk from time to time.]
5. A state continuing before the speech state connected with an event and a state
coexisting with the speech state.
In Bulgarian, such content is expressed by the perfectum form. In Polish, this
meaning is expressed by the praeteritum form, which often occurs next to the praesens
form. The past state expressed is not finished before the speech state, as is the case when
aorist of perfective verbs is used. The result following the past state is still valid during
the speech state:
Той е боледувал от грип (и сега още кашля). – On chorował na grypę (i teraz wciąŜ
kaszle). [He has been sick with flu (and is still coughing now).]
Below we present schemata of nets showing the difference in the meanings of
Bulgarian aorist and perfectum, together with Polish counterparts.

Aoryst od dokonanych
S

Zdarzenie

Stan
wypowiedzi

S

(zachorowanie)

Toj se razbolja ot grip

Legend:
Aoryst od dokonanych – Aorist of perfective verbs
Zdarzenie – Event
zachorowanie – falling sick
Stan wypowiedzi – Speech state
On zachorował na grypę – He has fallen sick with
flu

On zachorował na grypę

Perfectum od niedokonanych
chory

Koniec
choroby

chory
S

Legend:
Perfectum od niedokonanych – Perfectum of
imperfective verbs
chory – sick
koniec choroby – end of sickness
Koniec choroby – End of sickness
On chorował (i wciąŜ jeszcze choruje) na grypę –
He has been (and still is) sick with flu.

Toj e boleduval ot grip
On chorował (i wciąŜ jeszcze choruje) na grypę

Perfectum od dokonanych
początek
choroby

Koniec
choroby

choroba

S

Legend:
Perfectum od niedokonanych – Perfectum of
perfective verbs
Początek choroby - start of sickness
Koniec choroby- end of sickness
choroba – sickness
On zachorował na grypę (i nadal choruje)– He has
fallen sick with flu (and is still sick).

Toj se e razboljal ot grip
On zachorował na grypę (i nadal choruje)
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A net description facilitates understanding of temporal and modal phenomena in both
Bulgarian and Polish unknown in the subject literature until now. Thanks to this, the myth
of a relatively simple system of temporal meanings (tenses) in Polish has been rejected. Up
to now, nobody has described quantificational meanings of time in Polish. However, as the
Bulgarian material shows, without that description, we would be unable to distinguish
between the uses of aorist of imperfective verbs and imperfectum of imperfective verbs.
Despite the identical information on the aspects of the aorist and imperfectum forms of imperfective verbs, the two forms provide different temporal information. In both cases, we
have a combination of states and events which have occurred before the speech state.
However, using the imperfectum form, we emphasise states continuing in the past, while
in case of the aorist of imperfective verbs we emphasise events which occurred in the past
and broke the described states. These subtle differences in meanings are emphasised by
the quantificational differences characteristic for the aorist. As we have already mentioned,
the aorist, independently of the verb aspect, i.e. both of imperfective and perfective verbs,
is a placeholder for the unique quantifier only, while the imperfectum of imperfective
verbs is a placeholder for all kinds of scope quantification. The above fact explains
the different distribution of both the forms in Bulgarian (see Koseska, Mazurkiewicz 1988,
Koseska, Gargov 1990). As the aorist of both aspects of a verb can only express
uniqueness, it is a self-contained, independent carrier of that quantificational meaning.
In turn, the imperfectum of imperfective verbs is not a form independently expressing
quantification. The imperfectum can be a placeholder for both universal and existential
quantification. Though this is rare, we can also encounter it in contexts with uniquely
quantified temporal information. The imperfectum always expresses quantification of
states, and never of events, see: Тя седеше пред прозореца., where the imperfectum may,
depending on the completion of quantification, express universal quantification: Тя винаги
седеше пред прозореца. – Ona zawsze siedziała przy oknie. [She always sat at
the window.]. It can also express existential quantification, like in the sentence: Тя
понякога седеше пред прозореца. – Ona czasem siedziała przy oknie. [She sometimes sat
at the window.] As I have mentioned above, the imperfectum of imperfective verbs is
exceptionally encountered also in a meaning analogous to praesens forms in contexts of
the type: В точно този момент, той я обичаше. – W tej właśnie chwili on ją kochał.
[At just that moment, he loved her.] In that case, unique quantification refers to a past state
continuing during the situation chosen as the only one (just at that moment...).
From the comparison of the uses of the Bulgarian aoryst and imperfectum, we can see
that the aorist of both perfective and imperfective verbs expresses only quantificational
uniqueness of events and states, while the imperfectum of imperfective and perfective
verbs can express both existentiality and universality of events and states, but also (though
very rarely) uniqueness of states, like the praesens form. It is worth stressing that Polish
more often than Bulgarian copes with expressing temporal meanings using lexical means
which are quantifiying expressions (and hence not only using verbal forms). When we
want to express the temporal meaning of resultative perfectum, we need two Polish verbal
forms rather than one, like in Bulgarian. Though all elements of temporality can be expressed in both languages, it is worth noting that some temporal meanings would not have
been noticed in Polish without its juxtaposition with Bulgarian. We should emphasise
the immense importance of the definedness / undefinedness opposition for understanding
the semantic category of time expressed by quantification of time, and the fact that in
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Polish it can concern aspect and time, while in Bulgarian first of all time (see Koseska,
Korytkowska, Roszko 2007).
Synthesis of Bulgarian-Polish Contrastive Grammar, or Polish-Bulgarian
Contrastive Grammar. The synthesis of the Grammar is to make the results of the many
year’s work of a numerous international team of its authors, comprising linguists and
logicians dealing with natural language problems, to the people interested in this subject
(Koseska, Korytkowska, Roszko 2007). The swap of the languages in the title of
the synthesis is not accidental – it emphasizes the equal status of the language material in
both the languages described using the interlanguage.
We should stress that this is a presentation of a new approach to many important
theoretical issues, as well as a presentation of many problems which up to now have not
been studied at all, or have been studied to an insufficient extent only, due to the absence
of a contrastive perspective of description for Polish. Such an approach is valuable in
teaching the language, as well as in translations to Polish and from Polish. The specialists
in Polish studies should be interested in a new, yet unknown description of Polish as seen
from the perspective of another language. The Slavists will complement their knowledge
of the semantics and the specifics of the systems of the two languages which belong to
different Slavic groups (south Slavic and west Slavic). For linguists interested in general
and theoretical problems, a novelty will be a semantic confrontation of two languages
carried out for the first time using an interlanguage. The synthesis is not a collection of
selected issues. We have selected here universal semantic language categories important
for description of the language that have not been elaborated until now, namely basic
language categories, such as time, modality, definedness/undefinedness and semantic case,
which have not been described exhaustively until now in academic grammars of Polish and
Bulgarian. The order of description in this synthesis has not been determined based on
the order of the existing BPCG volumes, but based on the generally accepted order of
elements in the semantic structure of a sentence. The outermost element in the semantic
structures of a sentence is its modal characteristics. The subsequent elements are time,
quantifiers and their order in the semantic structure of the sentence, and predicate-argument positions. Hence the Synthesis is not a brief summary of the issues
analysed in the volumes of BPCG. Its is a description of selected semantic categories,
ordered according to the semantic order in the semantic structure of Polish and Bulgarian
sentences. The synthetic chapter on the interlanguage placed at the end of the volume is
very important for understanding the theoretical conception of the grammar.
The interlaguage is the language of notions used as basis for parallel description of
the phenomena in both languages.
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